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SLATE: A Secure Lightweight Entity
Authentication Hardware Primitive

Wei-Che Wang , Yair Yona , Yizhang Wu, Suhas N. Diggavi, and Puneet Gupta

Abstract— Lightweight cryptography has become more and
more important in recent years because of the rise of the Inter-
net of Things (IoT) and usage of smart mobile devices. In this
paper, we propose a novel secure lightweight entity authentication
hardware primitive called SLATE, where its area is about
50% to more than 3X smaller than existing lightweight ciphers
and strong physical unclonable functions (PUFs), respectively.
Even though the authentication of SLATE is done through
challenge response pair (CRP) verification similar to strong
PUFs, the source of the key for SLATE must be coming from
any existing secret key storage used for any ciphers. A main
advantage of SLATE over most existing strong PUFs being an
entity authentication primitive is that SLATE is resistant to
known attacks to strong PUFs or logic obfuscations, such as
model building attacks and Boolean satisfiability (SAT) attacks.
Furthermore, we show that the implementation cost of SLATE
with a 176-bit key and 244 CRPs is only 663 gate equivalents
(GEs). Compared with lightweight ciphers and existing secure
strong PUFs, we show that SLATE is a practical security
primitive for resource constrained systems for its extremely small
footprint and security. Finally, we show that SLATE is informa-
tion theoretically secure when valid CRPs are communicated
through insecure channels.

Index Terms— Authentication, hardware security, cryptogra-
phy, ciphers, physical unclonable functions.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years the demands of lightweight cryptographic
solutions have been increasing for the growth applications

enabled by the Internet of Things (IoT) and resource con-
strained low cost platforms [1]. Since in hardware the price
of an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is roughly
equivalent to the area in silicon it requires [2], a great deal of
excellent work has already been done in the area of lightweight
cryptography [3], [4]. It is known that lightweight ciphers can
be used as authentication primitives, however, for the purpose
of entity authentication only where confidentiality is not
required during data transmission, the encryption/decryption
circuits of these ciphers may not be fully utilized at all times.
In other words, it is possible that the hardware cost of an entity
authentication primitive can be even lower than the costs of
existing lightweight ciphers.
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Other than lightweight ciphers, Physical Unclonable Func-
tions (PUFs) have also been considered as promising security
primitives that enable lightweight hardware implementations
of identification [5], authentication [6], or secret key genera-
tion and storage [7]. The randomness of a PUF is extracted
from random uncontrollable process variations, and its behav-
ior, or Challenge Response Pair (CRP), is uniquely defined and
is hard to predict or replicate. However, the stability of PUFs
has always been a main issue that prevents PUFs from being
put in a practical use. An attempt to overcome the instability
of a PUF may result in large area or implementation overhead,
which contradicts the purpose of PUF being used a lightweight
authentication solution.

To address aforementioned potential improvements and con-
cerns, we propose a Secure Lightweight Entity Authentication
(SLATE) primitive. SLATE can be constructed from any
secure key storage used in any existing ciphers or a model-
based PUF [7], where the behavior of a strong PUF can be
calculated from a compact model, therefore no CRP storage
is needed. Most importantly, SLATE is more secure and
hardware efficient (3.1× to 7.1× smaller) than existing strong
PUFs from both empirical and theoretical perspectives. SLATE
is also much more hardware efficient (more than 40% smaller)
than existing lightweight ciphers, which can also be used as
key-based entity authentication primitives. A 40% area reduc-
tion of SLATE compared to existing lightweight ciphers is a
significant reduction, which translates to roughly 40% of cost
reduction. Therefore, for the purpose of entity authentication,
SLATE provides a much more cost efficient implementation
than lightweight ciphers.

A. PUF-Based Authentication Protocols

Many PUF-based authentication protocols have been pro-
posed since the PUF was introduced [8]. The simple authenti-
cation scheme proposed in [9] employs the CRP mechanism of
strong PUFs, but the protocol is not practical because the PUF
itself suffers from instability [10] and modeling attacks [11].
Recently, several secure strong PUFs are proposed and shown
to be resistant to model building attacks [12], [13]. It has been
shown that the use of XOR gates can effectively increase the
difficulty of model building attacks. However, due to the num-
ber of XOR gates or parallel structures required, the hardware
implementation costs of these secure strong PUFs are even
higher than existing lightweight block ciphers, which can also
be used as entity authentication primitives. Using an Optical
PUF as stated in [14] is believed to be resistant to modeling
attacks, however it may not adhere to the low-cost design
principle of a PUF application. Most of the existing PUF-based
authentication protocols aim to compensate the vulnerability
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to modeling attacks. Unfortunately, these approaches often
undermine the benefits provided by the PUF technology,
such as the lightweight implementation or the replacement of
costly secure data storage, making most existing PUF-based
protocols impractical [15].

B. Stability-Guaranteed PUF

One of the major research directions of PUF is the enhance-
ment of its stability, and extensive effort has been devoted
to the area (see [16]–[20] and references therein). It has
been shown that stable PUFs can provide practical solutions
including logic obfuscation [21], [22] and hardware meter-
ing [23]. Despite of the attractive benefits of a stable PUF,
however, many applications require a guaranteed one-time
secret key extraction, but to the best of our knowledge,
the detailed physical mechanism of such key extraction has
not been explained. A common one-time-read approach is to
read the secret through eFuse and burn out the connections
after reading out the values for characterization [22]. The
approach assumes that the PUF is in a secure environment
before reaching to the verifier, but this assumption may not
be true. For example, the attacker can read out the secret
without destroying the eFuse access to the secret at any point
after the fabrication, and no one would know that the PUF
has already been compromised. Another approach is to use
asymmetric cipher framework, which comes with high design
and implementation cost. Therefore there is still a need to
develop a secure and efficient mechanism to extract secret
from secure key storage.

C. Model-Based PUF

The concept of model-based PUF has been discussed in [7].
The advantages of a model-based PUF is that the verifier in
an authentication protocol only stores a model of the PUF
instead of storing a large CRP database. In [24], the delay
signature of delay cells are extracted, so the verifier can
emulate the response given the challenge. However, in addition
to the complex delay characterization circuitry, the details of
the one-time secret extraction mechanism is missing. In [25]
the authors suggest that a strong PUF can be constructed from
a weak PUF, however, the hardware cost of a digital Random
Number Generator (RNG) or a stream cipher is commensurate
to a cryptographic hash function [26], [27]. Similarly in [28],
a strong Locally Enhanced Defectivity (LED)PUF is proposed
by using a stable weak PUF as a key to a Hash-based Message
Authentication Code (HMAC). However, the implementation
cost of the strong LEDPUF is even higher than a block
cipher due to the cryptographic hash function implementation.
Therefore, a lightweight and secure authentication primitive is
still yet to be discovered.

D. Main Contributions

The contributions of this paper include:

• A secure lightweight entity authentication primitive
(SLATE) is proposed. We show that SLATE is 44% to
7.1× more hardware efficient than existing lightweight
block/stream ciphers and secure strong PUFs.

Fig. 1. Schematic of a Unit in the cascaded structure. All inputs and outputs
of the Unit are 2-bit values.

• We show that SLATE is resistant to attacks that are
effective to existing PUFs and digital logic obfuscations.
Results of model building attacks show that the prediction
rate is similar to random guessing, and the run time of
Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) attack grows exponentially
with the hardware size.

• From information theoretical perspective we show that
SLATE is secure when the CRPs are communicated
through an insecure channel.

• A physical tamper evident one-time-read secret extraction
method is presented.

II. THE PROPOSED CASCADED ARCHITECTURE

In this section we first present the proposed cascaded
architecture as the core design of the SLATE, and then
we show that the cascaded architecture itself is resistant to
model building attacks that are effective to existing strong
PUFs. Following the model building attack results, we show
that the cascaded structure is nevertheless not resistant to
linear equation solving attack and single unit querying attack.
To overcome these vulnerabilities, we present the complete
secure SLATE structure in Section III-A.

A. Cascaded Unit Structure

The schematic of the Unit in the cascaded structure is given
in Figure 1. All inputs and outputs of the Unit are 2-bit values.
If k is equal to b1 or b2, then k is a match. The output of the
Compare module in the Unit is defined as:

Compare output =

{
k, if k is a match

r, otherwise
(1)

The proposed model building attack resistant structure is
composed of cascaded Units as shown in Figure 2. bi1, bi2
and ri of the i th Unit are secret values provided by a secret
key, and ki is the input challenge of the i th Unit. For the first
Unit, the output is simply the output of the Compare module;
for all other Units, the output is k XOR p, where p is from
the previous Unit.

For the cascaded structure, the entity authentication is done
through CRP validation similar to a strong PUF where the
challenge is all ki combined and the response is the output
of the last unit. The difference is that for the cascaded
structure, a challenge is valid only when ki is a match for
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a secure cascaded structure.

TABLE I

PREDICTION RATE OF EACH OF THE OUTPUT BIT OF A 22-STAGE

CASCADED UNIT STRUCTURE USING LR AND SVM ATTACKS.
A VALUE CLOSE TO 50% INDICATES THAT THE PREDICTION

RATE IS SIMILAR TO RANDOM GUESSING. INCREASING THE

NUMBER OF TRAINING CRPS DOES NOT IMPROVE THE
RATE. THESE VALUES SHOW THAT THESE ATTACKS

ARE AS EFFECTIVE AS RANDOM GUESSING ONLY

all Units. During authentication, only valid CRPs that have
valid challenges are deployed. If any one of the Unit is not a
match, the output of the Unit becomes r XOR p, which is a
value that will not be used in any valid response. The only way
to create a valid response for the attacker is to match every
single Unit. For a cascaded structure with s Units and the
length of b1 and b2 being 2-bit long, the probability of hitting
a meaningful CRP is approximately 1

2s . Therefore, most CRPs
collected by the attacker from the cascaded structure are not
valid, making model building attacks ineffective.

B. Machine Learning Attack

Many strong PUFs with cascaded structure, such as Arbiter
PUF [29], Feed Forward PUF [30], Lightweight secure
PUF [31], or XOR-Arbiter PUF [7], [29], have been proven to
be vulnerable to machine learning attacks [11], [32]. In [33],
the authors even successfully break a commercial XOR PUF.
In our model building attack model, we assume that the
attacker has physical access and knows the complete design
of the cascaded structure and can collect as many CRPs as
possible for training. Given these assumptions we first try
using Logistic Regression (LR) with sigmoid function with
44 independent variables because it has been shown to be
effective to cascaded structures with well defined models [11]
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Radial Basis kernel
function to predict 1,000 unseen responses of a simulated
22-stage cascaded structure, assuming that the key bits are ran-
dom. The input features of the attacks are ki for all 22 stages
(44 bits) and the training CRPs are generated randomly. Table I
shows results of the prediction rate, which is defined as the
probability of a correct prediction. We can see that the values
are close to 50% for both attacks, which means that the
prediction is ineffective and is similar to random guessing only,
and there is no correlation between the prediction rate and the
number of training CRPs.

Fig. 3. NN attack results of 10 trials with different numbers of training
CRPs. Prediction rates of both output bits are close to 50%, indicating that
the attack is ineffective.

Next, we try to predict 1,000 unseen responses of the
cascaded structure with a Multilayer Perceptron Neural Net-
work (NN) using TensorFlow [34], which is another effective
attack to existing PUFs [32]. Various numbers of hidden
layers and units are tested, and the results are similar as
shown in Figure 3, which is with 3 hidden layers, each has
128 units. For all training sizes (1,000 CRPs, 5,000 CRPs,
and 100,000 CRPs) shown in the figure, the prediction rates
of each of the response bit fall between 51% and 49% for all
10 attack trials (attempts), which means that the attack is not
better than random guessing. Also, using a larger training set
does not improve the prediction rate.

These results show that the proposed cascaded structure is
resistant to machine learning attacks because it is difficult
for the attacker to obtain valid or meaningful CRPs for
the learning procedure and the use of XOR gates. A valid
challenge must match either b1 or b2 for all Units in order to
generate a valid response; otherwise, the response is not a valid
response and therefore does not provide useful information to
predict the response of an unseen valid challenge.

C. Linear Equation Solving Attack

In this section we show that the cascaded structure is
vulnerable to linear equation solving attack if the attacker
can observe many valid CRPs and has no physical access
to the cascaded structure. Let s be the number of stages
in the cascaded structure. Define l be the number of valid
CRPs observed by the attacker. By comparing two valid
challenges, the attacker knows whether the match of each
Unit is changed or not. For example, when comparing 2 valid
challenges 110101 and 110001 of a 3-stage cascaded structure,
the attacker knows that the match of the second Unit is
changed from 01 to 00, say from b21 to b22. Let the match
of the first challenge of the i th Unit be bi1 for all i , and the
responses of the first and second challenges be y1 and y2,
respectively. The attacker now knows y1 = b11 ⊕ b21 ⊕ b31
and y2 = b11 ⊕ b22 ⊕ b31, where the ⊕ operation is a
GF(2) operation that is essentially the XOR operation. The
attacker can then construct a matrix multiplication formula
Kvalid · X = Yvalid from the two CRPs observed as:

[
1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0

]
·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b11
b12
b21
b22
b31
b32

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

[
y1
y2

]
,
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where Kvalid is a l × 2s matrix representing the selection of
matches, X is a 2s × 2 matrix representing bi1 and bi2 of
all Units, and Yvalid is a l × 2 matrix representing the 2-bit
responses.

Whenever the attacker observes a new valid CRP, the num-
ber of rows in Kvalid and Yvalid can be incremented by 1
following the same strategy. If adding the new row to Kvalid

does not increase the rank of Kvalid , it means that the
new CRP is a linear combination of observed CRPs, which
indicates that the new response can be predicted. If adding
the new row to Kvalid increases its rank, the new CRP cannot
be predicted. However, since Kvalid has only 2s columns,
the rank of it cannot exceed 2s, therefore the number of CRPs
that cannot be predicted is at most 2s. In other words, during
the life time of the cascaded structure, the number of secure
valid CRP is at most 2s, which is only linear to the number
of stages.

D. Single Unit Querying Attack

In this section we show that the cascaded structure is
vulnerable to single unit querying attack if (1) the attacker
can only observe limited valid CRPs and (2) has physical
access to the cascaded structure. Assume that the attacker
observes a valid challenge K = (k1, k2, · · · , ki , · · · , ks) and
the response Y . For any i th Unit, it is now known to the
attacker that ki is equal to either bi1 or bi2. The attacker can
then do the following steps:

1) Assume that ki is equal to bi1 for all Units, the response
can be represented as Y = b11⊕b21⊕· · ·⊕bi1⊕· · ·⊕bs1.

2) For the i th Unit, since ki is a 2-bit value, the attacker
can query all other 3 possible input values ki1, ki2, and
ki3 to observe the 3 responses Y1, Y2, and Y3.

3) At least 2 of the responses Y1, Y2, and Y3 will be the
same because 2 of the ki1, ki2, and ki3 correspond to
non-match inputs, where the output of the module is ri .

4) Let Y1 and Y2 be the same responses, a non-valid
response Y1 = Y2 = b11 ⊕ b21 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ri ⊕ · · · ⊕
bs1 is obtained, and an unseen valid response Y3 =
b11 ⊕ b21 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bi2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ bs1 with challenge
(k1, k2, · · · , ki3, · · · , ks) corresponds to the matched bi2
is obtained.

In fact, the attacker can further obtain bi1 ⊕ bi2 for the i th

Unit by performing Y ⊕ Y3. The information can be further
exploited to calculate more unseen valid CRPs.

To prevent the linear equation solving attack, the matrix
Kvalid must be hidden to the attacker. In other words,
when any 2 valid challenges are observed by the attacker,
the selection of the matched b1 or b2 of any Unit should
not be revealed, therefore the attacker cannot construct the
matrix Kvalid . To prevent the single unit querying attack,
the cascaded structure needs to cause confusion to the attacker
when different ki1, ki2, and ki3 are applied to the i th Unit. The
attacker should not be able to figure out which one is a real
match from the responses. We propose SLATE architecture in
the following section as a cascaded structure that is resistant
to all aforementioned attacks.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the S-Unit for SLATE.

Fig. 5. Structure of the proposed cascaded SLATE.

III. THE PROPOSED SLATE ARCHITECTURE

A. Secure SLATE Structure

The secure SLATE is composed of cascaded S-Units as
shown in Figure 4. The Compare module is the same as defined
in Section II-A. However for a S-Unit, g = k ⊕ a is the input
to the Compare module.

The complete SLATE structure with s S-Units is given
in Figure 5. Define A = (a1, a2, · · · , as) and R = (r1,
r2, · · · , rs) the outputs of the two Linear Feedback Shift
Registers (LFSRs). G = (g1, g2, · · · , gs) is calculated from
K ⊕ A. The initial state of the first LFSR is determined by
(N , W1), and the initial state of the second LFSR is determined
by (K , W2), where W1 and W2 are secret bits of length N
obtained directly from the secrete key. After the initial bits
are loaded, the LFSRs are “warmed-up” by running a fixed
F cycles to randomize the outputs of LFSRs sufficiently and
to make sure that the outputs are depending on both C and
the key. A and R, which depend on (N , W1) and (K , W2),
respectively, are the inputs to the cascaded S-Units. For each of
the i th S-Unit, ki is XORed with ai to get gi . If gi is a match,
then gi⊕pi is propagated to the next S-Unit; otherwise, ri ⊕pi ,
which will not exists in any valid challenge, is propagated to
the next S-Unit. The input, or challenge, to the SLATE is
C = (K , N), and the response of the SLATE is the output of
the last S-Unit.

B. Authentication Protocol

The enrollment and authentication phases are described as
follows:
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Enrollment phase: Similar to existing ciphers, the verifier
shares the secret key with the hardware entity. No CRP
collection is required.

Authentication phase:
1) The verifier generates a valid challenge C = (K , N),

which is a challenge that matches either b1 or b2 for all
S-Units of the SLATE module.

2) The first LFSR and second LFSR take (N , W1) and
(K , W2) as initial seeds, respectively. Both LFSRs run a
“warm-up” phase for a fixed number F of clock cycles
to generate inputs of the S-Unit.

3) The final response generated from the cascaded S-Units
is sent to the verifier.

4) The verifier calculates the corresponding response of
C and examines the response from the SLATE. If the
response is a complete match, the entity is authenticated;
otherwise, the entity is not authenticated.

A valid challenge can be calculated easily by the verifier
because the verifier knows W1, W2, b1 and b2 of all S-Units.
Once a N is decided, the verifier calculates the states of the
LFSRs after F cycles and find K that matches all S-Units. The
number of valid CRPs is 2N because every N is used only once
to prevent the linear equation solving attack. Since the key of
SLATE must be completely stable like any existing ciphers,
every response must be completely matched to authenticate the
entity. Therefore, inter- and intra-Hamming distances [7] are
not proper metrics for the SLATE. Please note that multiple
CRPs may be used (similar to Arbiter PUF with only 1-bit
response) to prevent the attacker from impersonating SLATE
with high success probability since the response of SLATE
contains only 2 bits. For example, if only one CRP is used
for authentication, the probability of guessing the correct
response is 2−2; however if 64 CRPs are used, the probability
becomes 2−128 since the attacker needs to impersonate all
128 bits. The throughput comparisons between SLATE and
other lightweight ciphers are presented in Table VI.

The SLATE structure used in the proposed authentication
protocol is resistant to model building attack because its
underlying cascaded structure is secure. Also, it is resistant
to linear equation solving attack because when comparing
2 valid challenges, the attacker cannot figure out which one
of the b1 and b2 is the match as the output of the first
LFSR changes for every valid challenge. Therefore the attacker
cannot construct Kvalid given that a new N is used for every
new valid challenge. It is resistant to single S-Unit querying
attack because even if the attacker can fix N and try different
K , the r of each S-Unit also changes because of the second
LFSR, therefore the attacker will not be able to distinguish
the r from a match.

C. Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) Attack

In this section we show that the SLATE is resistant to
SAT attack proposed in [35], which has been shown to be
an effective attack to retrieve the correct key of many logic
obfuscation schemes. The SAT attack algorithm allows an
attacker to decipher an obfuscated circuit using a small number
of carefully selected input patterns and their corresponding

Fig. 6. 3-bit LFSR with polynomial x3 + x2 + 1.

TABLE II

EXPANSION OF 3-BIT LFSR

outputs (distinguishing input/output pairs or DIPs) which can
be observed from an activated functional chip. The algorithm
finds such DIPs (Xd /Yd ) iteratively and formalizes them as
a sequence of SAT formulas which can be solved by SAT
solver. Each DIP rules out a subset of wrong key combinations
and the algorithm terminates when all wrong keys have been
removed. The SAT attack algorithm guarantees to find the
equivalent class of the correct key upon the termination [36].

The objective of an attacker is to obtain the correct key
of the obfuscated circuit. In the case of SLATE, the attacker
wishes to find the value of B = (b11, b12, b21, b22, . . .,
bs1, bs2), and W= (W1, W2). We hereby note these key values
as WB. According to Kerckhoff’s principle and Shannon’s
maxim [37], a cryptographic system should be secure even
if everything about the system, except the key, is public
knowledge. Therefore, the attack model assumes that the
attacker has access to the following two components:

1) The gate-level netlist of the SLATE, which can be
represented as Y = f (X, WB), where X = (N, K ) is
the primary input and Y is the primary output of the
circuit. The SAT formula of the netlist in conjunction
normal form (CNF) is represented as C(X, WB, Y).

2) The physical victim SLATE module, which is used to
observe the correct output given an input Y = eval(X).

When modeling SLATE into CNF form, we first expand
both LFSRs in Figure 5 into XOR networks. Given the
structure, seeds and number of warm-up cycles of a LFSR,
the attacker can obtain the final expression of each bit and
model LFSR as a combinational network with only XOR gates.
For example, given the sequence of a 3-bit seed, s0, s1, s2,
the expression for each bit a1, a2 and a3 of a 3-bit LFSR after
6 warm-up cycles as shown in Figure 6 can be computed as
in Table II. Therefore, this LFSR can be unrolled to a XOR
network with inputs s0, s1, s2 and outputs a1, a2, a3, where
a1 = xor(s2, s1, s0), a2 = xor(s1, s0), and a3 = xor(s2, s1).

The goal of the attacker is to infer the fixed secret key
of B = (b11, b12, b21, b22, . . . , bs1, bs2) and W= (W1, W2)
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Algorithm 1 SAT Attack Algorithm [35]
Input: CNF and eval
Output: WBC

1: i = 1;
2: Gi = T rue;
3: Fi = C(X, WB1, Y1) ∧ C(X, WB2, Y2) ∧ (Y1 �= Y2);
4: while sat[Fi ] do
5: Xd

i = sat_assignmentX [Fi ];
6: Yd

i = eval(Xd
i );

7: Gi+1 = Gi ∧ C(Xd
i , WB, Yd

i );
8: Fi+1 = Fi ∧ C(Xd

i , WB1, Yd
i ) ∧ C(Xd

i , WB2, Yd
i );

9: i = i + 1;
10: WBC = sat_assignmentWB(Gi );

TABLE III

SAT ATTACK ON SLATE WITH DIFFERENT NUMBER OF S-UNITS.
THE REQUIRED TIME GROWS EXPONENTIALLY

WITH THE NUMBER OF S-UNITS

using the SAT attack algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 to attack
SLATE.

We apply SAT attack on SLATE with different number of
stages with scaled key size to evaluate the effectiveness of the
SAT attack. The execution time required to solve the correct
key is presented in Table III. We use the SAT Solver developed
in [38] and implement the attack in C++. The attack is run
on a Quad Intel Xeon 2.8GHz CPU server, and the run time
limit for the attack is set to 10 hours. The results show that the
execution time of SAT attack algorithm grows exponentially
with the number of SLATE stages. For SLATE with 14 or more
S-Units, the SAT attack fails to find the correct key within
the 10-hour time limit. These results indicate that SLATE is
resistant to the SAT attack.

D. Hardware Implementation

The hardware implementation of SLATE shown in Fig. 5
is not unique but rather depending on the choice of trade-off
between area and the number of CRPs. The main deciding
factor is the selection of LFSRs. The output of SLATE could
be any number of bits but the size of LFSRs grow linearly
with the number of bits. For example, for a 22-stage SLATE
with n-bit output, the number of CRPs is 222n , and the length
of LFSR is 22n. We propose to use 2-bit output and compare
it to existing authentication primitives as it results in the most
effective trade-off point between implementation size and the
number of CRPs.

A maximum-length N-bit LFSR along with W1 provides
2N different outcomes to mask input K , therefore the number
of valid CRPs is 2N . Since the length of bi1 and bi2 for the
i th unit are 2-bit each, a N-bit LFSR after each warm-up can
support N

2 units, which determines the probability of a CRP
being valid. Since each unit requires 2×2-bit keys for bi1 and
bi2 and the length of W1 and W2 are both N , the total length

TABLE IV

BIT SPECIFICATIONS OF A VARIETY OF SLATE IMPLEMENTATIONS.
LAST COLUMN SHOWS THE NUMBER OF VALID CRPs

Fig. 7. Compact SLATE implementation.

of the key is 4N . Table IV shows three version of possible
SLATE implementations.

In this section we present the detailed hardware imple-
mentation cost of the 176-bit key SLATE with 44-bit LFSR
and 22-stages, where the probability of a CRP being valid
is 1

222 for the number of stages. The Finite State Machine
(FSM) controller module takes N , K , W1, and W2 to ini-
tialize the LFSRs. Since the values of the secret key are
not directly accessed but one-time padded before the real
matching, the attacker learns nothing about the secret by
observing CRPs as proven in Section IV.

The SLATE design is implemented in Verilog and syn-
thesized using a commercial 65nm CMOS technology using
Cadence Genus. We use Gate Equivalents (GE) for area
evaluation, where one GE is equivalent to the area of a
NAND2 gate with the lowest driving strength of the corre-
sponding technology. The SLATE implementation with mini-
mized area is presented in Figure 7. Instead of implementing
all 22 S-Units, a 2-bit register is added to the S-Unit and the
cascaded structure is implemented as a sequential loop. The
FSM controller reads K , N , and sends the address to the key
storage to request the key one bit per clock cycle. A counter in
the FSM controller is used to start the initialization (warm-up)
of LFSRs. After the initialization, b1 and b2 are requested by
the FSM controller and the evaluation of the S-Unit starts.

The LFSR implemented is a 44-bit maximum-length inter-
nal LFSR with primitive polynomial x44+x6+x5+x2+1 [39]
as shown in Figure 8. The initial bits of the LFSR is loaded
one bit per clock cycle from the feedback XOR loop. Once
all bits are loaded, the LFSR runs 4 × 44 = 176 cycles in the
warm-up phase before evaluating the S-Unit.

The implementation cost of the S-Unit including the 2-bit
register is 33.75 GE. It takes 205.5 GE to implement the 44-bit
LFSR using pules-latch structure [40]. The FSM controller
would require 218.25 GE. Therefore the total GE required
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Fig. 8. 44-bit LFSR with polynomial x44 + x6 + x5 + x2 + 1.

TABLE V

GE COMPARISONS BETWEEN 176-BIT SLATE AND

SECURE STRONG PUFs WITH 244 CRPs

to implement the 176-bit key SLATE is 33.75 + 205.5 ×
2 + 218.25 = 663 GE, which is about 955 µm2 for 65nm
technology. If a 176-bit stable weak LEDPUF [41] is used
as the key storage for SLATE, the cost of the PUF and the
one-time-read (OTR) implementation in Section V is about
425 GE, including an AntiFuse (AF), a current comparator,
an address decoder at the key storage output and an eFuse
cell connected to the output of the decoder.

Table V shows the comparisons between stable and secure
strong PUFs and SLATE with the OTR 176-bit key. The
425 GE key storage cost for SLATE is included in the
comparisons because the secure storage is required for SLATE,
while for strong PUFs the secret randomness is from intrinsic
process variation. In [12] the authors suggest that a XOR PUF
is secure when no less than 10 delay-based strong PUFs are
XORed in parallel. However, only 0.0028% of the CRPs are
stable after more than 10 XORs, therefore, to provide 244

CRPs, 60-stage delay-based PUFs are required, and its area
is about 3.1× of the SLATE. In [41] the authors proposed
to use a cryptographic hash function with a weak PUF to
construct a strong PUF. However, the combined area of a
lightweight SHA-3 [42] and the weak PUF decoder is more
than 3.2× of the SLATE. Another secure strong LRR-DPUF
uses XOR network to generate secure CRPs [13]. To provide
244 CRPs, one possible structure of LRR-DPUF is with a 44 x
44 XOR network as suggested in [13], which comes with an
area of 7.1× of the SLATE. For a LRR-DPUF with similar GE
as SLATE, the number of CRPs is approximately 217, which is
too small and can be broken by simply collecting all possible
CRPs. Please note that these comparisons are based on LRR-
DPUFs with same number of rows and columns of the XOR
network. Results of other LRR-DPUFs may vary depending on
the design of the XOR network. One advantage of the LRR-
DPUF is the throughput for its parallel architecture. More
detailed comparisons and discussions about throughput of
entity authentication primitives are presented in the following
paragraph. Please note that these comparisons are based on
estimated values given the design of the secure strong PUFs.

Since entity authentication can also be accomplished by
ciphers, in Table VI we compare the implementation costs
and throughputs (kbps) at a 100kHz clock frequency of three
versions of SLATE to existing lightweight block ciphers and

TABLE VI

AREA (GE) AND THROUGHPUT COMPARISONS BETWEEN SLATE AND
LIGHTWEIGHT CIPHERS WITH 128-BIT KEY. SLATE WITH SHORTER

KEY SIZE HAS HIGHER THROUGHPUT BUT SMALLER CRP SPACE.
THE AREAS SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE THE KEY STORAGE FOR

FAIRNESS COMPARISONS AS REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE

stream ciphers excluding the key storage. From the table we
can see that the hardware cost in GE of existing ciphers
are 44% to 5.26× larger than SLATE. These results show
that for the purpose of entity authentication, SLATE is a
much more compact primitive than existing solutions. The
throughput of SLATE is higher than the two stream ciphers
(Grain and Trivium) but not as high as block ciphers due
to the nature of these ciphers. In the case of multiple CRPs
of SLATE may be used to authenticate the device, SLATE
could be slower than block ciphers. SLATE with shorter key
size has smaller CRP space as shown in Table IV but higher
throughput because of the shorter LFSR. In fact, the impact of
throughput to an authentication primitive is not as significant
as to a cipher because authentication is usually done only
once on a small size bit stream, for example a 128-bit
response, while encryption/decryption can be done on much
larger message or data for the entire information transmission.
Therefore, for the purpose of entity authentication for resource
constrained systems, such as the Internet of Things (IoT),
SLATE provides an overall better option than lightweight
ciphers with significant area reduction and limited runtime
overhead on the response time.

IV. THEORETICAL GUARANTEES

In this section we show that under idealized assumption
SLATE is secure from information theoretical perspective [45]
when the attacker can observe valid CRPs. We begin by
describing a random matrix multiplication problem, we then
show that it is information theoretically secure, and then
connect it to the scheme of SLATE.

First let us define the following problem of random matrix
multiplication.

Definition 1: Consider the following set of equations

Y = G · X (2)

where Y consists of l rows and two columns, G is a l × s
matrix, and X has s rows and two columns. Furthermore,
each entry of G as well as the entries of X are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Bernoulli(1/2). Finally, B
represents the set of invertible matrices with s rows and two
columns.
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The following lemma shows that the mutual informa-
tion [46] between X and Y is equal to zero as long as X
is invertible, and also shows that the probability that X is not
full rank decreases exponentially with s.

Lemma 1: When X ∈ B the mutual information between X
and Y is equal to zero, that is,

I (X; Y |X ∈ B) = 0. (3)

Furthermore, P (X /∈ B) ≤ 3 · 2−s .
Proof: All entries of G are i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2). When

X is invertible it means that its columns are different and
both are not equal to zero, and so the entries of Y are also
i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2). Therefore, the entropy of Y and X |Y is
the same and so the mutual information in this case is zero.
In the case when X is not full rank, the mutual information
between X and Y is no longer zero, and this happens when
either the columns are equal or one of them is equal to zero.
The probability of this event is upper bounded by 3 · 2−s , that
is, P (X /∈ B) ≤ 3 · 2−s . �

Theorem 1: Assume that G is one-time-padded such that
K = G ⊕ A is observed, where K corresponds to the partial
challenge and A corresponds to the first LFSR output of the
SLATE (i.e., l responses as those are matrices with l rows).
The matrix X represents the secret values of all S-Units,
that is, b1 and b2, and Y represents l observed responses of
SLATE. When both K and A are drawn i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2),
the amount of information which is exposed when observing
K along with l responses (Y ), is zero with probability which
is upper bounded by 3 · 2−s , where the number of S-Units
is equal to s. Therefore, as s increases this scheme becomes
information theoretically secure.

Proof: For simplicity let us assume that the possible values
in the S-Units are either zero or two random bits that are drawn
i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2). This simplified assumption also holds
when the challenge chooses between two pairs of random bits.
As long as G is XORed with A, it can be assumed that no
information on the matrix G is exposed when observing K
(i.e., the mutual information between G and the K is equal
to zero) and so the attacker does not know the matrix G in
equation (2). In this case, based on Lemma 1 we get that
the amount of information, which is revealed when observing
valid values of K along with l responses (Y ), is equal to zero
as long as X is invertible, and that the probability that this
is not the case is upper bounded by 3 · 2−s . This proves the
theorem. �

Remark 1: When the number of S-Units in the scheme
s = 22 we get that the probability that the mutual information
is not equal to zero is upper bounded by 3 · 2−22.

Remark 2: In practice a challenge is XORed with the output
of the first LFSR of the scheme presented in Section III-A and
not with a “pure” source of randomness.

Remark 3: It is assumed that the attacker observes both Y
and K = G ⊕ A, where A is i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2). There-
fore, one may be interested in I (X; G ⊕ A, Y ). However,
in our setting I (X; G ⊕ A, Y ) = I (X; Y ). This is because
I (X; G ⊕ A|Y ) = 0 as Y , X and G are statistically indepen-
dent of A, which is drawn i.i.d. Bernoulli(1/2). This is the
reason why in theorem 1 we focus on I (X; Y ).

Fig. 9. (a) OTP module implementation. An AF cell is connected to a current
comparator to generate different outputs. (b) One-time-read secret extraction.
The OTP activates the key after the AF cell is irreversibly programmed. Once
the key is accessed, the eFuse connections is burnt so only the SLATE module
has access to the key.

V. TAMPER EVIDENT ONE-TIME-READ METHOD

We propose a tamper evident one-time-read method which
can be applied to any applications where one-time access to
sensitive data is required.

In the method both eFuse and AF cells are used. The
implementation of an One-Time-Programmable (OTP) module
is given in Figure 9 (a). It is composed of an AF cell and a
common current comparator as mentioned in the AF memory
design in [47]. Since the current difference of AF between
default (open) and programmed (close) states are larger than
100X, when one (VDD) is applied to the AF, the comparator
can effectively distinguish the two states to generate different
outputs as demonstrated in [47] with AF cells fabricated using
0.18µm technology. When applied with one, the current of a
default AF is less than 100 p A, and for a programmed AF,
the current is larger than 20µA. Therefore, with 2µA reference
current the comparator can distinguish and generate different
outputs accordingly. As shown in Figure 9 (b), the output of
the OTP is used to activate the secret key, such as the enable
signal or the power gating signal to any storage modules. Once
the AF cell is permanently programmed, the key that provides
secret values to the proposed SLATE module can be evaluated
through eFuse connections. The steps of the method is given
in the following:

Tamper Evident One-Time-Read Method:
1. Set1 is set to one (VDD) and the outputs of the

eFuse connections are evaluated. If the values of key
can be accessed, it means that the AF connections
have been programmed to the closed states, which
implies that an unexpected read is detected and
the primitive should be discarded. If the output is
floating, continue to step 2.

2. S1 programs the AF cell to the closed state.
3. OTP activates the key and the secrets are read

through eFuse connections.
4. Set2 programs the eFuse connections to the open

states after the reading.

By examining the states of the AF connections in step 1,
the user knows the reading history of the secret key and can
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discard the primitives that have been read before. Therefore,
the proposed method is tamper evident. The method also
guarantees one-time-read because the eFuse connections are
programmed to open states in step 4, where the read channel
is destroyed permanently. The AF cell cannot be replaced by
eFuse because otherwise the default states of eFuse is closed
and an attacker does not have to program the eFuse to activate
the key. The eFuse connections cannot be replaced by AF cells
either because once the AF cell is programmed, it cannot be
reversed. Please note that the SLATE module in Figure 9 (b)
can be any applications.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose SLATE as a lightweight and
secure entity authentication primitive. We show that SLATE
is resistant to model building attacks and SAT attacks that are
known to be effective to most existing strong PUFs or logic
obfuscation. We compare the hardware implementation area
of SLATE to secure strong PUFs and ciphers to show
that existing entity authentication solutions are at least 44%
to 7.1× larger than SLATE. Also, we show that ideally
SLATE is information theoretically secure in terms of the
amount of information revealed by observing valid CRPs.
Finally, we propose a tamper evident one-time-read method to
ensure the unpredictability and the unclonability of SLATE.
Our future work is focused on the hardware fabrication of
SLATE to study attacks utilizing side channel information and
protecting strategies.
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